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*Commonwealth Policy Center:  In January WDFB began airing this new program

each Saturday and Sunday at 6 AM.  The program is hosted by Richard Nelson and is 
30 minutes in length.  This program deals with issues in Kentucky Government and 
other items affecting Kentucky Citizens.     

*Down Gilead Lane:  At WDFB we want to play programs to reach people of all ages.  One

of the programs we play is Down Gilead Lane.  This is a dramatic program put out by  
Children’s Bible Hour.  It tells a story of several families and deals with a variety of “family” 
subjects.  It’s not just for children, but as we often say the child at heart.   

*Keys For Kids:  Since mentioning Children’s Bible Hour above, we carry another program

produced by them called Keys for Kids.  Keys is a very short program, about a minute  
and half in length, but packed with a very timely message.  It’s short and straight to the 
point, dealing with a host of topics especially geared toward children.  They deal with 
hard topics at times such as death, bullying, divorce and many more.   

*Revive Life House:  On March 16, 2024 we were honored to have David Mason, Intake

Coordinator of Revive come out and be interviewed on WDFB.  Revival is a substance  
abuse recovery program in Nicholasville, Kentucky.  David shared about the program,  
how it works and how to get help if you need it or have a friend/family member that needs 
this type of program.  Greg Timberlake also came, he had just completed the program  
and told how it had helped him.   

*USA News:  We carry USA Network News at the top of many hours during the day and

night.  They give the latest on what is going on in the US and all around the world.  

*Inclement Weather:  We were blessed not to have as much bad weather during this

time, but did have some that we needed to give closings for schools, businesses and 
others.   

*PSA Coverage:

Real Deal Drugs  
Real Deal Potent 
Colonoscopy Screening 
CLL (Blood)Cancer 
Substance Abuse 
Finish Your Diploma 
Radiology Male 




